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The approach to the Fortress design is simple - increased power and performance The approach to the Fortress design is simple - increased power and performance 
- manufactured to last longer. With our strong engineering and manufacturing - manufactured to last longer. With our strong engineering and manufacturing 
background, we have created a line of attachments that are more powerful and background, we have created a line of attachments that are more powerful and 
structurally sound.structurally sound.

All Fortress mobile and demolition shears are designed and manufactured at our All Fortress mobile and demolition shears are designed and manufactured at our 
factory located on the western tip of Lake Superior in Superior, Wisconsin. factory located on the western tip of Lake Superior in Superior, Wisconsin. 

Our 90,000 square foot manufacturing and warehouse facility houses 5 state-of-the art Our 90,000 square foot manufacturing and warehouse facility houses 5 state-of-the art 
milling centers, a full parts department, a rebuild center, and the best manufacturing milling centers, a full parts department, a rebuild center, and the best manufacturing 
team.team.

Fortress has quickly become the new world standard in demolition and scrap recycling Fortress has quickly become the new world standard in demolition and scrap recycling 
attachments, earning a reputation for innovative design, world-renowned engineering, attachments, earning a reputation for innovative design, world-renowned engineering, 
and world-class manufacturing, backed by an experienced service team that assists in and world-class manufacturing, backed by an experienced service team that assists in 
decreasing down-time.decreasing down-time.

where wolrd class

equipment...

...Meets world class

commitment

When you buy a Fortress attachment you become part of the Fortress Family. We take When you buy a Fortress attachment you become part of the Fortress Family. We take 
pride in our products by providing world-class service and support. pride in our products by providing world-class service and support. 

A team of knowledgeable Fortress field technicians are available when needed for  A team of knowledgeable Fortress field technicians are available when needed for  
on-site highly technical support and training requests.on-site highly technical support and training requests.

In the effort to quickly respond to your installation, service, and parts needs, our In the effort to quickly respond to your installation, service, and parts needs, our 
factory support team is always available. factory support team is always available. 

Contact our service team at 1-715-395-5810 or service@ShearCore.com.Contact our service team at 1-715-395-5810 or service@ShearCore.com.

Tours available anytime! Tours available anytime! 



All hydraulic circuits are duty cycle tested 
to typical operating pressures, flow, and 

temperatures prior to delivery

Upper and lower are milled 
from 6” high yield SAAB® 

plate steel

Unmatched power 
at the tip

Massive pivot group dramatically 
improves performance and durability  

of the shear

Unmatched 
 Power -to -Weight

Fortress Mobile Shears are designed and manufactured to cut more, last longer, and are easier 
to be maintained. The shears are purpose built for scrap metal processing, demolition, and 
demolition/reconstruction.

shear specifications

Model Shear Weight 
(kg.)

Jaw Opening 
(mm.)

Jaw Depth 
(mm.)

Reach 
(mm)

Minimum 
Excavator Boom 

Mount 
(ton)

Minimum 
Excavator Stick 

Mount 
(ton)

FS25R 2,540 584 483 2,642 14 20
FS35R 3,357 660 584 2,870 18 30
FS45R 5,443 711 711 3,327 25 41
FS55R 6,260 762 762 3,404 30 50
FS75R 7,121 813 813 3,658 34 59
FS85R 8,119 914 940 4,064 41 77
FS95R 9,662 1,067 1,067 4,191 50 84

FS145R 12,927 1,168 1,194 4,496 66 113
Models listed are rotating shears. Non-rotating models are available in all sizes.

Weights may vary depending on configuration options. Listed weight is typical 2nd member mount.

Fortress mobile shears can be installed on a variety of carriers; everything from smaller 
excavators up to massive high reach machines. All shears are rated for up to 5500 psi.

Our factory experts will work directly with your excavator manufacturer and/or your local 
equipment dealer to ensure maximum performance.

fs mobile shears

What sets Fortress apart from our competition?  In a word, “power.”  Hydraulic and geometric 
perfection have been blended to create a shear that is unmatched in real-world capability.

More power requires more strength and rigidity.  Our unique machining capabilities allow us 
to utilize 6” high-yield plate and use fewer overall components.  Fewer components mean less 
welds for a structurally superior shear.

Machined fitment from 
lower jaw to stick body



Available with flat plate  
for pin on or automatic 

coupler systems

Full length side plates are 
machined from solid 3” 

high-yield structural plate 
steel resulting in no weld 

seams

Bolt-on and replaceable 
stick wear guards nearly 
eliminate the need for  

hard-surfacing

Upper jaw is machined from 
solid 6” thick plate steel - 

absolutely no welds

primary demolition
redefined

The Fortress Demoiltion Shear is a very powerful attachment purpose built for crushing and 
processing concrete in both primary and secondary demolition. The FC offers unmatched 
power all the way out to the tip.

Demolition Shear specifications

Model Shear Weight  
(kg.)

Jaw Opening 
(mm.)

Jaw Depth 
(mm.)

Reach 
(mm.)

Minimum Excavator 
2nd Member Mount 

(Metric Tons)

Minimum Excavator 
3rd Member Mount 

(Metric Tons)

FC25 2,767 813 772 2,235 14 20
FC35 3,946 1,067 960 2,845 18 30
FC45 4,627 1,336 11,105 3,146 27 41

The FC can be installed on a variety of carriers; everything from smaller excavators up to 
massive high reach demo machines. Demolition shears are rated for up to 5500 psi.

Our factory experts will work directly with your excavator manufacturer and/or your local 
equipment dealer to ensure maximum performance.

fc Demolition Shears

Weights may vary depending on configuration options. Listed weight is typical flat top without bracket.

Why call it a Demolition Shear?  The Fortress FC is a new class of tool with unique construction 
and capabilities.  It utilizes a solid upper with no welds and press-fit pivot group (like our 
shears) allowing for tolerances tight enough to shear rebar all the way out to the tip.  

Bolt-on, alloy steel wear 
components for maximum life



Reconditioning 
Department

BladeCore, also an Exodus Global company, offers top quality replacement blades for mobile 
and stationary shears as well as direct sales and service support for the Fortress shear and 
other leading shears in scrap and demolition.  

BladeCore blades are proven to be the best in the industry.  With the experience we have 
producing blades for this market, we’ve partnered with some of the best manufacturers in 
the world and offer our premium blade series which outlasts the competition by about 20%. 
Our specialized “NiCore” blade series outperforms a typical blade by 60-80% and is perfect for 
those really tough applications like rebar, stainless steel, and cable.

 
BladeCore also redefines customer service in the scrap and demolition industries.  We have 
a group of dedicated blade professionals with one thing on their mind - your blades!  We’re 
experts in the blade type that would work best in your specific application and can make 
recommendations that will reduce your cost of production.  

Your sales representative will be your exclusive contact for everything you need.  Shoot us 
a text, an email, send us a DM on Instagram, or give us a call.  We’re here to compliment 
what works best for you and we’ll be there when you need us, whether it’s about blades...or 
anything else!

bladecore.net 
715-395-5813 

info@bladecore.net

Find your regional business manager by visiting BladeCore.net/contact 

The BladeCore team is waiting to hear from you.  

NiCore blades will redefine blade life expectations in the scrap metal and demo industries.

Let’s give your shear a new life. ShearCore is a leader in the reconditioning of hydraulic 
shears.  With decades of experience across all major brands and unique machining 
capabilities at our facility in Superior, WI, ShearCore is the best choice to breathe new 
life into your shear.  

All projects are firm quoted after inspection, so no surprises.  We use only the highest 
quality steel and components in rebuild and warranty our work for up to 6 months.

A typical reconditioning includes:
• Inspection of shear
• Repair any structural cracks to stick body
• Replace chin plate and square lower jaw
• Rebuild major hydraulic components
• Replace upper and pivot assembly
• Install cutting blades
• Pressure test
• Paint and decal

ShearCore also supplies replacement uppers 
and pivot kits for major shear brands. 
 
Our replacement uppers are machined from a  
single piece of 6” high-yield SAAB® steel.

 Contact us for a quote today.
shearcore.com/rebuild

made to 
work

 a new
life

@BladeCore @BladeCore /bladecore
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Shearcore.com | 715-395-3715 | info@Shearcore.comShearcore.com | 715-395-3715 | info@Shearcore.com
155 main street, Superior, WI 54880155 main street, Superior, WI 54880

shearCore is part of Exodus Global, a family-owned company in Superior, WI.
Exodus Global also includes bladeCore, Connect Work Tools and OilQuickUSA.

@ShearCore @ShearCore /shearcore
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